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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In the introduction to an excellent article on the mathematics of the cuneiform tablets
(“Neither Sherlock Holmes nor Babylon,” Historia Mathematica, August 2001) Dr. Robson
devoted two sentences to critical remarks directed at my introductory history of mathematics
(The History of Mathematics: A Brief Course, Wiley, 1997). I noted this criticism when the
journal arrived at my office, but did not think the matter of sufficient importance to write
about. Several months went by. Then, in teaching my usual history course, I had occasion to
recommend Dr. Robson’s article to my class, who were naturally curious as to my reaction.
At that point I decided I should at least communicate to Dr. Robson what I considered to be
certain invalid inferences from my words. I specifically stated that I did not expect a reply. I
had planned to let the matter rest at that point. However, Dr. Robson immediately wrote back
that she intended to stand behind what she wrote. (She did express regret that I had been
offended. This sentiment does her credit, but it was unnecessary. I was not offended, only
mildly annoyed.) At that point I began to fear that others might draw these same inferences
about my book from having read Dr. Robson’s article. If the fault was indeed mine, I regret
not having written more clearly; but I do not believe the inferences made by Dr. Robson are
valid, and they certainly do not represent my views.
I have the highest regard for Dr. Robson’s scholarship and would be very sorry if my
words below were interpreted as an attack on her article. (I am not necessarily endorsing
the opinions expressed by Dr. Robson in the article, since I am not sufficiently qualified to
make any pronouncements in this specialty.) My only aim in the following paragraphs is to
make clear what my opinions are and why I think they are misrepresented in Dr. Robson’s
article. Let me begin by quoting the paragraph in question.
For many people, the attraction of Plimpton 322 has been exactly its status as a “first infantile step”
on the way to modern Western-style mathematics. For example, Cooke [1997] counts Mesopotamia as
producing “Early Western mathematics” simply because it predates Classical sources, while consigning
Islamic mathematics from the same region to “other traditions,” even though the latter arguably had
more influence on the West than the former.
Dr. Robson’s words have the following implications:
1. That I am a person who was attracted to Plimpton 322 and have written, or at least
implied, that it was a “first infantile step” in the development of Western mathematics.
2. That the sole reason I included a chapter on Mesopotamian mathematics under the
heading of “Early Western Mathematics” was that it came earlier than the Greek sources,
and further that it was an error to do so.
3. That I did not take proper account of the influence of Islamic mathematics on Europe
and erroneously placed it under the heading of “Other Mathematical Traditions.”
Those three points are very clearly implied by Dr. Robson’s words. If I were to take
account of connotations of words in addition to their bare meaning, I should say that
the word “consigning” (as opposed to the more neutral “assigning”) implies that my atti-
tude toward these other traditions is dismissive and contemptuous. (I mentioned this point
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in my e-mail to Dr. Robson, who replied, as I have said, that she stands by what she
wrote.)
I shall now take up these points one by one.
1. I deny that I am a person who was attracted to Plimpton 322 for the reason alleged,
and my evidence for this denial is very simple: I have never published a single word or line
of analysis of Plimpton 322. You see, my Lord, my client could not have committed the
crime, as he was not at the scene.
2. I did not say what my grounds for including Mesopotamian mathematics as “Early
Western Mathematics” were, but silence is surely not grounds for inferring that chronology
was the only consideration. It disturbs me to find inferences drawn from a single word that
I have used, and the very clear meaning that I gave to that word ignored. What I meant by
“Western” was explained in the very first sentence of the one-page introduction to Part 1
(Early Western Mathematics), where I wrote:
In this first part of our study we shall look at the origins of mathematics and examine its progress in
the world around the Mediterranean Sea from prehistoric times until the end of the Roman Empire....The
Mediterranean Sea borders Europe, Africa, and Asia, so that much of what we are calling “Western”
mathematics has origins south and east of Europe.
In other words, “Western” is not “us.” In the time period under consideration, it is any land
bordering the Mediterranean. I do not understand why it was thought necessary to raise an
issue that I had already discussed in the book itself, taking care to prevent my readers from
drawing the wrong inferences from the word “Western.”
Since reading Dr. Robson’s article I have scrutinized my chapter on Mesopotamian math-
ematics very carefully, looking for anything I might have written that gave the impression I
regarded it as a mere prelude to what the Greeks did. There is nothing to support such a view.
I discuss the system of Mesopotamian mathematics in its own right, without any forward
references at all, save to note that certain astronomical observations made in Mesopotamia
were used by Ptolemy many centuries later. Nor, in my chapters on Greek mathematics, do
I ever suggest that the Greeks subsumed or supplanted what was done in Mesopotamia. In
fact, on only one point do I even suggest that there was transmission from Mesopotamia
to Greece. (I had in mind the possibility of such transmission when I outlined my book—I
must confess my sins—but since little is known about such transmission, I said nothing
about it in the book itself.) In short, there is no hint of Eurocentrism in anything that I wrote
in this section.
Before leaving this topic I would like to revert once again to the “first infantile step” by
which I am meant to have disparaged the mathematics of Mesopotamia. The word “infantile”
is apparently provoked by my use of the word “early.” I don’t know what other word to use
for Mesopotamian mathematics, since it is the earliest mathematics that I know of. But if
“early” is to be equated with “first infantile step,” the Mesopotamians are surely in good
company in my book, since Early Western Mathematics covers everything up to the later
Greek commentators, including Archimedes and Apollonius. I hope no one thinks I am
foolish enough to regard their work as a “first infantile step.” In any case, since I have never
used the word “infantile” in print, and I have never even thought of using it in connection
with early mathematics, I do not understand why it is in quotes, in parallel with the other
two quotes from my book, as if it was something I had thought or said.
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3. As for my “consigning” the Islamic mathematicians to “Other Traditions,” with the
implication that they were not to be compared in importance with Western mathematics,
let me again quote my own words, from the one-page introduction to the section “Other
Mathematical Traditions.”
We study the mathematics of other cultures for a variety of reasons. Chief among them are the
following: (1) the creators of this mathematics were exceptional geniuses who deserve to be remembered;
(2) their alternative ways of looking at problems cause us to rethink our own solutions; (3) some
of what they did became part of the world’s mathematical heritage, and its history ought to be told;
and (4) some of the problems that other cultures have studied have no parallel in our own culture
and are a delight to the imagination. The different mathematical traditions are linked by the Muslim
culture, which stretched from Mongolia to Spain, and built on knowledge inherited from the Greeks,
Hindus, and Chinese. Muslim mathematics thus provides a natural bridge from the ancient world to the
modern.
One might condemn the use of the word “bridge” as minimizing, but please note that I
said the Muslims built on knowledge that they inherited. I did not say that they merely
preserved and transmitted knowledge. Please note also the very first sentence of my chapter
on Islamic mathematics: “During the period from 700 to 1300 CE the most important
advances in science and mathematics in the west came in the lands under Muslim rule.”
If these words are consistent with the belief that I am dismissive of the mathematics of
non-Western cultures or that I do not regard Islamic mathematics as part of the West, then
I must cease writing immediately, as I no longer know the meaning of any words. I have
not once but twice alerted my readers to the fact that the mathematics of the Muslims is not
entirely “Other.” I think my chapter on Islamic mathematics is too short (it was cut down
to fit the publisher’s total size specification), but even so, in that chapter I treat Islamic
mathematics with respect, not as a mere adjunct to the rest of the story. I ask again why an
objection is being urged against me, when I have already shown clearly that I am aware of
the possible erroneous inferences that might arise and have taken steps to keep the reader
from making them.
My book is divided into three parts, the two already discussed and a third section with the
title “Modern Mathematics.” In the introduction to the third part I state very emphatically
that modern mathematics is a creation of the entire world, not the property of any particular
culture. For that reason, I would object to the phrase “modern Western-style” mathematics
used by Dr. Robson. However, I would not object very strongly, since the West did play a
significant role in its creation. I mention this point not to criticize Dr. Robson, but merely to
point out how easy it is for someone to misinterpret another person’s thoughts by focusing
on one or two words.
Like all books, my introductory history of mathematics has a cultural context. It was aimed
at the students I have taught for the last 35 years: mostly untraveled young Americans for
whom modern Britain and France are as exotic as ancient Athens. Since I am explaining
mathematics to them, I have to take account of what they know. Part (but by no means
all) of what I tell them is aimed at showing them where the mathematics they learned in
high school originated. If there is an “us” in the book, it is those students, the intended
readers. For these readers, the mathematics that originated in China, India, and Japan is
“other,” and there is nothing derogatory in that characterization. If they come to appreciate
the achievements of cultures different from their own through reading my book, I consider
that I have achieved my goal.
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The prevailing view in universities in the United States is that cultural differences are a
good thing, and that the proper response to such a difference is to note the cultural line and
come to appreciate and sympathize with the people and customs on the other side of it. That
is what I attempted to do in my book: celebrate the achievements of all peoples without
making invidious comparisons of one with another. It really is not possible to celebrate
cultural differences without at least mentioning that the cultures are different. To object to
even the use of the word “other,” it seems to me, is defeatist. Such an objection assumes
that any cultural difference will elicit only an insuperable loathing and contempt. I do not
see any danger of such a thing happening. But even if there were, I would not consider that
the proper response to it is to hide the fact that there are cultural differences. Xenophobia
should be confronted, overcome, and eradicated.
In closing, I come back once again to Dr. Robson’s assertion that “many” writers have
regarded Plimpton 322 as a “first infantile step.” I cannot myself think of any who have
done so, but surely Dr. Robson must have had some specific examples in mind when she
made this assertion. I cannot have been the example, for the reason already stated above in
Point 1. In any case, I am not “many”; I am only one person. I really wish Dr. Robson had
selected one of the actual malefactors to criticize by name.
I believe that Dr. Robson’s words give a very erroneous impression of my book. But if
my views are not clear from what I have written above, then there is no hope of my making
them so. Therefore, if Dr. Robson cares to reply to what I have said, I am content to leave
her the last word.
Roger Cooke
Burlington, Vermont
15 February 2002
Editorial note. Eleanor Robson replied at length privately to Roger Cooke. Because
of the pressures of research and work she was unable at this time to prepare a detailed
reply for publication. She explores some of the general points raised by Roger Cooke in
her forthcoming book Mathematics in Ancient Iraq: A Social History (in preparation with
Princeton University Press).
